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Ee Ganmor Dhoka Last Updated on March 12, 2020 Retrieved on March 6, 2020 The movie also ends in a cliffhanger scene with a shot of the climax in slow motion, but in most cases if a couple kisses one another, this scene is replaced with the ending credits. Some of the songs such as "Gharana Gharana" and "Puttidavu" of the movie became very popular, and were soon covered by Tamil composers. The soundtrack was well received
and the songs did well at the box office. 'Bhagavatam', although was not a big hit, made a new era in Telugu film music, as it was the first time that an Indian film used Indian Classical Music. Music "Raatri", composed by Anup Rubens, lyrics by Veturi Sundararama Murthy, is a romantic song sung by P. Ravi Shankar, and music director K. Jayachandran. Jayachandran received his first Best Music Director Award, an unprecedented
record at the time, after the release of the film. He achieved the record again with Kattradhu Thalattu (1956)., after the success of 'One Nenokkadine'. The music was again praised by film critic Rajavelu. Sandeep Chowta won the second Best Music Director Award in 1962. In 2010, the Telugu film Athadu also won the Best Music Director Award for Ramana Gogula, who also did the background score. Mahesh Babu has received six
Best Actor awards: Kalisutram (1954) and Panam (1958), both of which were debut films, and Jeevithan (1970), Ananda Jyothi (1971) and Varuthapadatha Valibar Sangam (1973). He has also won Best Supporting Actor awards for Jeevithan and Varathapadatha. He has acted in over one hundred films. Movies Over fifty of Babu's films have been commercially successful and his films have proved to be milestones in the Telugu film
industry. His films were a combination of comedy, drama and melodrama, with a regular run of about three years. In his later films, particularly those of the 1970s and 1980s, he took the roles of personifications of humanity, such as an impoverished farmer.
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